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About This Game

BANG! BANG! Totally Accurate Redneck Simulator is simple, silly and very addictive – thanks mainly due to its drunken
control scheme that makes the simple task of shooting a few bottles very hard indeed. In the game you play a lone gunman who’s

had a little too much to drink. So what better way to prove your sobriety than to pull out a couple of guns and start shooting
targets?

Your goal is to shoot all the blue bottles on each level. You aim your guns with the mouse, but due to your inebriation your gun
hand is very shaky. This means that even if you line up the shot perfectly with the mouse then your drunken aim could make the

bullet go anywhere, with ricochets causing lots of physics based destruction and often causing you to accidentally (and
hilariously) shoot yourself. Your wonky aim can make even simple shots hard to hit, and as you progress through the levels

things get even harder, with you having to pull of trick shots to hit the targets.

The super hard difficulty could make Bang! Bang! a frustrating experience, but thankfully even missed shots are a joy to behold
thanks to its fun sense of humour, quick restarts and chaotic physics based carnage caused by your shooting. Well worth

checking out for some super silly drunken shooter action.
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Title: BANG! BANG! Totally Accurate Redneck Simulator
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Dudarev Alexandr Vladimirovich
Publisher:
Deklazon
Release Date: 13 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3 or newer

Processor: An Intel Pentium 4 processor or later that's SSE2 capable

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card with latest drivers

Storage: 500 MB available space
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